NEWS

IN BRIEF
468 News at a glance

IN DEPTH
470 CONGRESS TRUMPS PRESIDENT IN BACKING SCIENCE
Legislators ignore Trump’s call for cuts and give NIH, NASA research big increases  By J. Mervis and the Science News Staff

471 DOE FREEZES MILLIONS IN AWARDS
Scientists furious over ARPA-E funding hiatus, gag order  By J. Mervis

472 MAURITIUS INVITES PRIMATE RESEARCH LABS TO SET UP SHOP
Animal welfare activists protest move by nation that exports research macaques  By M. Wadman

473 NEW CROP PEST TAKES AFRICA AT LIGHTNING SPEED
The fall armyworm has invaded more than 20 sub-Saharan countries  By E. Stokstad

475 NASA PUSHES FOR DIVERSITY IN PLANETARY SCIENCE
New Frontiers mission announcement includes call for more inclusive teams  By P. Voosen

FEATURE
476 FAST AND CURIOUS
A global robotic telescope network helps astronomers keep up with the fast-changing sky  By D. Clery

INSIGHTS

BOOKS ET AL.
480 GOING GREEN ON THE SILVER SCREEN

PERSPECTIVES
485 BEYOND HAMILTON’S RULE
A broader view of how relatedness affects the evolution of altruism is emerging  By H. P. de Vladar and E. Szathmáry

487 SURPRISING STATES OF ORDER FOR LINEAR DIBLOCK COPOLYMERS
Thermal treatments unlock low-symmetry phases resembling those of metals and alloys  By G. E. Stein

488 INFLAMMATION BY WAY OF MACROPHAGE METABOLISM
IL-10 controls macrophage inflammatory function by reprogramming metabolism  By A. M. Kabat and E. J. Pearce

489 TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS READ EPIGENETICS
Many homeodomain transcription factors can bind methylated DNA  By T. R. Hughes and S. A. Lambert

POLICY FORUM
492 UNMASK TEMPORAL TRADE-OFFS IN CLIMATE POLICY DEBATES
Both 20- and 100-year time scales should always be reported  By J. B. Ocko et al.

493 A CLIMATE POLICY PATHWAY FOR NEAR- AND LONG-TERM BENEFITS
Climate actions can advance sustainable development  By D. Shindell et al.

LETTERS
495 MELTING GLACIERS: HIDDEN HAZARDS
By Q. Zhang et al.

495 RESETTING THE BAR FOR GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
By W. Y. Vélez

496 LIFE IN SCIENCE: THE ROADLESS DUNES LESS TRAVELED
By P. L. Ibisch

496 TECHNICAL COMMENT ABSTRACTS
508 COMPUTER SCIENCE
DeepStack: Expert-level artificial intelligence in heads-up no-limit poker
M. Moravčík et al.

513 INFLAMMATION
Anti-inflammatory effect of IL-10 mediated by metabolic reprogramming of macrophages W. K. E. Ip et al.
▷ PERSPECTIVE P. 488

RESEARCH ARTICLES
501 NEURODEVELOPMENT
Self-organized Notch dynamics generate stereotyped sensory organ patterns in Drosophila F. Corson et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT:
 dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aai7407

DNA M ETHYLATION
502 Impact of cytosine methylation on DNA binding specificities of human transcription factors Y. Yin et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT:
 dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaj2239

503 Integration of CpG-free DNA induces de novo methylation of CpG islands in pluripotent stem cells Y. Takahashi et al.
▷ PERSPECTIVE P. 489
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